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Abstract: A B-spline algorithm is introduced in the capacitive touch panel device for 
increase data output rate. This contributes the reality in design a high end touch controller 
integrate circuit (IC) without silicon cost for large mutual compacitance cell. The horizontal 
drawing, slope and free hand circle experiment demonstrates its noise supression and 
smooth calculated curve feature. 
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1. Introduction   
 

Capacitive touch panel(CTP) device report data rate is limited by the front sensing 
frequency, capacitance value, internal processor computation index and output interface 
bandwidth. The typical report rate is 100Hz for meet the generic application apparatus 
certification.[1] Sang[2] proposes the weighted median filtering algorithm hardware design 
and derives the 213Hz report rate. A novel and rich design in An study[3] reaches the 
3.9KHz report rate in a multiple frequency driving method (MFDM) with 6,500x6,500µm 
silicon die. Above study mandatory requires the new product design and various problems 
afterward. 

Chu[4] study utilizes the Bezier function in smooth the CTP report touch. The 
smooth feature reaches its goal but violates user’s input touch points somehow. Park[5] 
study adopted the cubic spline method but in the lacking of the experiment curve result. 

In this study, the varied interpolation methods are discussed and implemented in 
the real time CTP system for demonstration. The next session introduces the capacitive 
touch panel environment setup and related hardware configurations. A novel software 
structure is also presented. In session3, both interpolation factor and B-spline algorithm are 
discussed for session4 experiment. 



2. Overview of the hardware and software 
 

Hardware system environment is presented in Fig. 1. The 9” CTP with 799T-AT 
touch controller IC offers the touch input coordination data while touched. Pyboard™ 
board bridges CTP and Desktop PC via I2C-bus/Uart-bus interfaces. Pyboard™ board is 
also capable to perform the scientific algorithms alone without PC.   

 
Fig. 1 hardware system configuration 

 
Pyboard™ board equipped with the ARM-cortex M9 microprocessor core and 

MircoPython framework. The programmed code is saved in the removable Pyboard™ USB 
drive. Interpolation algorithms are executed in PC side with Python 2.7 in Fig. 2 illustration. 
Two separated algorithm blocks are performed in parallel for comparison.  

 
Fig. 2 software flow chart 

 



 
3. Design the methods   
 
3.1 interpolation specification 
 Higher CTP report touch data rate improves the touch gesture classification[6-8] 
and compensate the high mutual capacitance drawback in Incell/Outcell sensor. Given a 
fast mode I2C-bus interface in 400KHz, the maximum 10 touch report rate ���������	
� 
can be calculated (1) 
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Where,  
���������	
� 	  , maximum speed in I2C fast mode in 400,000Hz 
������������  , I2C bus transaction protocol overhead bits such as slave address,  

acknowledge bit and snoop mode. 
10����
  , 10 touch report support in simutaneous 
����� !  , behavior indicator such as touch-down, moving, lift-up, tap, swipe, etc.  
"#�$%�%�&��  , X direction touch report coordinate in 0 ~ 65535 range 

'#�$%�%�&��  , Y direction touch report coordinate in 0 ~ 65535 range 

(�)����)���  , real time clock time stamp data embeds in each report time for velocity 
calculation 
100+,#�+�	+-�,  , basis 100Hz CTP report rate  
.������/_1�2��� , interpolation factor  
 

Hence, the interpolation factor .������/_1�2��� should be less than 5.56 for 
satisfied with the I2C-bus 400KHz bandwidth. The following session, the interpolation 
factor is defined in 6 for algorithm design boundary. 
 
3.2 interpolation methods  
 

The interpolation method comparison is shown in Fig. 3. There are 7 green dots 
represent the CTP report touch data along with the sinusoidal trajectory. The request is to 
restore the sinusoidal trajectory in calculated interpolation points. The simple idea is to add 
the interpolated points between two report touch data. The orange color “.” dots 
demonstrate the not smooth connecting points. The B-spline concepts in red color “x” 
symbol truthfully achieve sinusoidal waveform. Each input data point is considered as the 
“control point” object in the B-spline curve and should be pass through. 



 
Fig. 3 Interpolation method comparison 

 
A mathematical model of a B- spline[9, 10] was come up by Schoenberg in 1946. It 
features increased control points without system order variation. Given the position vector 
34�5 with B-spline cure along with � parameter. It denotes in (2-4). 
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Where,  
6%   , control point in the number of 4� + 15. It is the CTP report touch point. 
7%,9   , normalized B-spline basis function.  
In the order :, the basis function7%,9	 denotes in 
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In the real time sequential touch input scenario, there are 4 control points are adapted in 
moving and generated the 6 calculated data for 600Hz report rate target. The more control 
points result more smooth curve in the computation cost. 
 
4. Experiment and discussion 
 
 In Fig. 4 and 5, Gaussian noise is added into the horizontal and slope line for 
observe the correction and robustness. In Fig. 4, the B-spline curve shows its stability in 
less noise than the “Input” pink color curve. The CTP report points are the control points 
but not precisely coincided with the B-spline result. It is because of the B-spline report 
segment (every 4 CTP input points are inside a segment) occupies in partially (0.8 ~ 0.995) 
portion. It causes slightly result deviation. It is the desired characteristic for the noise 
suppression in this application. In Fig. 5, B-spline curve is in the boundary of the CTP input 
points without spike nor dip surprise. 



 
Fig. 4 comparison in the horizontal line with noise in linear interpolation and B-spline 

interpolation 
 

 
Fig. 5 comparison in the slope line with noise in linear interpolation and B-spline 

interpolation 



 
Fig. 6. is the free hand circle drawing test result. In compared with the linear 

interpolation method (upper one), there are 6 additioal smaller point allocating the linear 
curved. In contrast, the B-spline curve (lower one) allocates the curve shape smaller points 
on the B-spline red curve. The geneated points are closer to the control points for keep 
following user input taste.  

 

 
Fig. 6 comparison in the free hand drawing in linear interpolation and B-spline 

interpolation 
 

5. Conclusions 
 This study utilizes the linear interpolation and close curve B-spline interpolation 
method in the real time capacitive touch panel output process. It multiples the output rate in 
6 times in the fast mode I2C bus bandwidth limitation. 
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